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Introduction

Coming Up

Here is a modern recreational tale.

Three young men get together on a Saturday night. Their backgrounds are culturally diverse, but all reasonably comfortable. None of them has a criminal record, or comes from what sociologists used to call a broken home. They are of mixed ages (24–35), nationalities and sexualities; one is a mutual friend of the two others, who have not previously met. Two of them have come through a succession of relatively smart office jobs, but are now trying their hands at being self-employed. The third has held a responsible position in the catering industry, but is currently unemployed.

Two of them begin the evening in the apartment that one of them rents. They drink a bottle of sparkling wine and a bottle of white wine. While drinking, they also get through two grams of cocaine, snorting it in lines two at a time about every twenty minutes. They meet the third in a bar later on, and drink several rounds—perhaps half a dozen—of spirits with mixers. At around 2 A.M., they go on to another late bar, where one of them knows that drugs can be bought quite easily. Within minutes, they are offered ecstasy by a complete stranger. Following some gentle haggling over the price, they buy two tablets.

Outside the bar, a group of elderly bikers is selling amphetamine. They buy two grams of that as well. Back at the flat, they divide the tablets into six fragments and take two each. There is a further half gram of cocaine to finish, and the two grams of amphetamine. Whilst ingesting the drugs, they drink a further six bottles of sparkling wine between them over the course of the night. At 10 A.M., without having slept, they venture out into town again and, after lolling on
public benches for a while, go to a bar and embark on a round of bottled beers.

This is not exactly a typical weekend. It counts in the running narrative of their leisure time as something of a “blinder.” None of them suffers much in the way of aftereffects. There is, to be sure, the sense of vacuumed-out listlessness that follows prolonged amphetamine intake. Two of them have acutely constricted sinuses, a compensation reaction to cocaine-snorting. None has an alcohol hangover. They are all fit and fully functioning again by Monday.

In a paneled room in the nether regions of one of Oxford University’s more ancient colleges, a group of graduates and undergraduates that forms its illustrious debating society gathers. The room is lit solely by candlelight, lending the proceedings a vague air of masonic clandestinity, but only intended in the interest of a period feel, to evoke the time of the seventeenth-century poet-playwright after whom the society is named.

An oak cabinet, stained with age, and referred to as the Ark, is solemnly placed on the table around which the group is assembled. From it is drawn, with ecclesiastical reverence, a large two-handled pewter sconce. All eyes are trained on the president of the society as she fills this vessel to the brim with strong beer. Raising it above her head as if it were the Communion cup, she intones a Latin invocation of greeting to the foregathered company that ends with the solemn announcement, “Nunc est bibendum” (“Now is the time for drinking”).

The sconce is then passed slowly around the table, each celebrant gripping it by both handles and uttering a Latin formula in honor of the household gods of the society’s patron presence, before drinking a respectfully deep draught of the beer and handing it on.

Following this, a short talk on some agreeably nebulous moral theme is delivered—Honor, perhaps, or Forgiveness—and then the entire table sets to with a will, arguing over the points raised in convivial disarray, untrammeled by presidential intervention, and lubricated by copious quantities of wine and vintage port. At whatever time the room must be vacated, the members will totter away across the quadrangle, still disputing with each other in amiable inebriation,
perhaps straggling into the nearest pub to continue their exchanges, assertions and refutations thickening the already smoke-dense air.

At such august institutions did many of Britain’s parliamentarians once cut their debating teeth, thumping the drunken table to make their point about Pride or Altruism, quite as if it mattered. (In the mid-1980s, the group’s president was herself the daughter of a Scottish member of the European Parliament.) But what particularly fascinated the parvenu guest, with his alternative haircut and redbrick degree, was the way in which drinking was not merely an incidental adjunct to make a lively evening the more commodious, but had been ceremonially incorporated into the ritual so integrally that teetotalers need not have applied. The Platonic dialogue flowed precisely from the sacred rite of intoxication, so that the meeting became a dialectical drinking-session, a far more dignified proceeding than colleagues getting slaughtered in the nearby Bull and Pennant were engaged in. Without alcohol, the society’s disputations would have been aridly futile.

There are around two dozen subsidized bars in the British Houses of Parliament.

A pair of dining companions scrutinizes the menus in a smart, trend-setting restaurant in a European capital city. One has opted to begin with the tempura-battered strips of calf’s liver with pomegranate cream dressing, and go on to herb-crusted rack of lamb with Provençale vegetables. For the other, it will be quail terrine with redcurrant relish and rocket, and to follow, poached perch with a sauce of lemon and capers. Now for the tricky business.

That dressing on the liver might present problems for a light white wine, and without knowing precisely how sharp it will be, the choice is something of a matter of stumbling in the dark. A crisp New Zealand Sauvignon might stand up to it, and cut any residual oiliness in the batter, but then, what of the quail terrine? Surely that needs a meatier white, even a light red? The merits of a sturdy white Burgundy are discussed, but the proposal is soon relinquished. An excess of oak would suit neither dish. Eventually, a compromise bottle is found. The weight and extract in a grand cru Gewurztraminer from Alsace will cope with the battered liver, and is a
gastronomically unimpeachable match with any kind of terrine. The first bottle can safely be ordered.

How, though, to find a vinous chameleon to blend with both red meat and white fish? That way, gustatory madness lies. Pinot Noir might suit a densely textured fish like tuna, but could crush the delicacy of a river fish, while lacking the tannic heft required to stand up to lamb. The rich buttery sauce with the perch will happily negotiate the fleshiness of a Barossa Valley Chardonnay, but even that wine, with its layers of oak and alcohol, is just too white for rare red meat. An apposite half bottle each would be the obvious answer, were the list not so lamentably deficient in them. After much fretful chewing of bread, and flipping of pages back and forth, the issue is imperfectly resolved in favor of a bottle of cru classé Pauillac, the game-plan being that the fish-eater will be left the lion’s share of the Gewurztraminer to go with the perch (which means drinking the same wine with two courses, alas), but will nonetheless be able to help finish the claret with some cheese. Now the logistics of it must be explained to the sommelier, so that he doesn’t overserve the Gewurztraminer to the lamb-eater during the hors d’oeuvre.

In certain wine circles, food and wine matching has reached the status of an investigative science. A wine periodical convokes a bunch of journalists and wine-makers to pick wines to go with a succession of dishes, the linking theme of which is strawberries. There is goat cheese with strawberries, swordfish with strawberries, duck livers with strawberries in balsamic vinegar, and a strawberry and white chocolate gâteau. A forest of opened bottles clutters the table as the panel searches earnestly on behalf of the magazine’s subscribers for the precise wine to marry with each dish. At the Fetzer winery in Mendocino County, California, there is a dedicated school devoted to this pursuit, where interested parties may enroll to spend studious days tasting and conferring. Is Sauvignon a better match than Chenin for the acid bite of sorrel, or is its up-front fruitiness more obviously suited to watercress? Then again, it depends on the dressing . . .

What all these scenarios are about is the alteration of consciousness. The use of illegal drugs, being a minority pursuit within society at large, is not subject to quite the same complex elaborations that
drinking is; the various plant substances have been disconnected from their deep ritual histories by transplantation into Western economies and their quarantining by legal restrictions, while synthesized laboratory chemicals such as amphetamine have never had them. Alcohol, by contrast, has accrued over the millennia a rich and almost infinitely diverse set of symbolic contexts in which it may be taken, whether the aim be celebratory, consolatory, medicinal, scholastic, sacramental or gastronomic. What motivates our involvement with all intoxicants, however, is what they do to us. That may range across a spectrum from gentle tipsiness to stupefied collapse, from mild mood-heightening to gasping elation, from slight drowsiness to barely conscious narcosis, from faint dissociation to full-on hallucinogenic psychedelia. Sometimes the spectrums may be superimposed one on top of the other as substances are combined. The point is, nearly all of us will be somewhere along one of these spectrums for a significant part of our lives. And we always have been, depending on what was available, right back to Paleolithic times.

It is only in the last few years, however, that the subject of intoxication has come to be addressed in any systematic way. Part of the reason for this is that nobody is officially supposed to have any experience of the substances listed in the American Controlled Substances Act, the British Misuse of Drugs Act, or analogous legislation throughout the world. "What we cannot speak about," as Wittgenstein might have reminded us, "we must pass over in silence." Even in the case of the permitted intoxicants alcohol and tobacco, though, there was until not long ago very little explicit acknowledgment that their importance in human affairs derives primarily from their psychoactive impact in our systems. Where this was referred to, an uncanny decorum persisted, so that in some peculiar way, to have become even mildly inebriated in the course of partaking of intoxicating drinks had to be spoken of as though it were an accidental, embarrassing side-effect. Indeed, there is a sedimentary layer of apologetics, of bashful, tittering euphemism, at the bottom of all talk about alcohol as an intoxicant that was laid down in the nineteenth century, and that not even the liberal revolutions of the 1960s quite managed to dislodge. If anything, it is impacting and strengthening again, underpinned by the predatory mood of
neo-Prohibitionism that the United States may well succeed in exporting to Europe, and by the proscriptiveness of professional bodies such as the British Medical Association. A hysterical editorial in USA Today calling for drink companies to be made to pay the medical expenses of cirrhosis patients may simply be the mood music of the new repression, but how to react to this introductory comment in a monumental history of wine-making by one of its most elegant chroniclers, Hugh Johnson?

It was not the subtle bouquet of wine, or a lingering aftertaste of violets and raspberries, that first caught the attention of our ancestors. It was, I'm afraid, its effect.¹

Quite so, but why the deprecatory mumble? What is there to be “afraid” of in acknowledging that wine's parentage lies in alcohol, that our ancestors were attracted to it because the ur-experience of inebriation was like nothing else in the phenomenal world? And what else in it attracts the oenophile of tomorrow in the first place, if not the fact that she found it a pleasant way of getting intoxicated today? Can we not say these things out loud, as if we were adults whose lives were already chock-full of sensory experience?

We can't. It is in many ways easier to be frank today about one's sexual habits than it is to talk about what intoxicants one uses. Illegality is its own form of straitjacket, of course, but the increasing requirement, even in quite irrelevant circumstances, to declare to doctors what the level of one's intake is, together with the concomitant imperative to cut it down or pack it in, quite as if such matters were invariably their concern, is rendering us all shamefaced inarticulates on the subject. Increasingly, corporate employers are awarding themselves the right to know what is in the bloodstream of their staff. Decline the test, and you're out. A major psychological revolution was fomented in the early twentieth century when the infant science of psychoanalysis suggested, scandalously enough at the time, that we would be better off finding some honest way to acknowledge our sexual desires rather than continuing to stifle them. The same science might profitably direct many of its modern-day clients to be equally courageous in accepting the intoxication drive, which is at least as—if not more—peremptory in its demands on us. That
task in any case lies before us all (Freudian analysands or not), I believe, as one of the challenges of the new century, and this book is an attempt to outline some of the most important historical reasons for our arrival at the present impasse. If we can see why we have come to be so embarrassed about the topic, then we will stand a chance of emerging from the long shadow of guilt that has been cast over that proportion of our lives for so many generations.

It isn’t as though intoxication were evolving out of our history, after all. Tobacco-smoking may have declined in some Western countries as the health campaigns against it have gradually scared people off the habit, but we shouldn’t simply rejoice at that tendency by pointing to the growing numbers in each generation who never so much as touch a single cigarette. There are many who, like the author, take it up in student years with the intention (successfully, as it transpired) to give it up a few years later, and they too count as part of the overall decline. No lasting harm may be done from a pattern of use like this, but that doesn’t mean one can just edit the fact of it out of one’s life. The fact is that I have been a user of tobacco—a temporary user, but a user nonetheless. And the propaganda may not be anyway quite as efficacious as its authors hope. An ex-smoker who professes to be baffled at the inability of others who want to stop, but can’t, is disavowing the evidence of his own experience, while those who never started needn’t feel obliged to weigh in. Temperance campaigners take a disproportionate amount of heart from antitobacco propaganda, in the sense that they believe that if they keep stressing, exaggerating and fabricating the health risks of alcohol, they will wean the next generations off that. This is a real hiding to nothing, though. A significant part of the impetus to stop smoking derives from the fact that the user becomes aware, relatively rapidly, of the physical consequences of the practice, an outcome not noticeably replicated by alcohol, where any demise through overuse is a much more gradual process.

Drinking, not least for that reason, is as pervasive as ever, with consumption by certain groups being explicitly about accelerating and enlarging the effects of it. The export-strength lagers that became conspicuously popular in the 1980s have been followed by ice-beers, in which a proportion of the water content of the drink is frozen off to concentrate the alcohol quotient in what remains, and
then notoriously, in the 1990s, by alcopops, those brightly colored, fizzy fun-drinks that look and taste like children’s pop and often come with cartoon labeling (anthropomorphized bubbles with scowling faces denoting the hyperaggressive blast of alcohol within them). The drink companies that produced alcopops—and once the commercial bandwagon was rolling, most of the major conglomerates did—were angrily denounced not just by temperance campaigners, but more surprisingly by some drink writers. There was an inevitable shudder of dégoût in this, the same spasm that goes through food journalists when they torment themselves by imagining the artery-furring cuisine of the proletariat. But what, I think, upset the wine writers more about the alcopop phenomenon was that it was targeted very effectively, whatever the drinks companies said, at those who were only just old enough to drink. Alcohol, we are asked to believe, is a dangerous gift that mustn’t be allowed to fall into the eager hands of minors, for fear they should become initiated too soon into its potent mysteries. This attitude flies in the face of sound historical precedent. Boys as young as ten were once routinely given strong ale with breakfast to fortify them against the day ahead, while an extant photograph of a Victorian lady in a London pub holding a pint glass to the lips of her small daughter undermines at a stroke our cultural assumptions with regard to age, gender and alcohol in an era generally regarded as riddled with inhibition. To try to deny intoxication, even in private contexts, to those under the licensing age is to refuse an essential learning experience to them, and has no greater chance of success than any other prohibition. In any case, for most of the 1990s, alcohol has not necessarily been the drug of choice among young people.

We know that prohibitions, whether parental or legislative, don’t work because virtually all other intoxicants are officially banned. Despite this ban, prosecuted worldwide by what I shall call “the enforcement industry,” with ever more extravagant displays of force and fantastic budgetary resources at its disposal, the use of illegal drugs goes on relentlessly rising. I should state now that, far from seeing this as a troubling symptom of social breakdown, I consider it a heartening and positive phenomenon, a last tidal wave of mass defiance against institutional apparatuses whose power is now concerted on a global scale, and yet whose minatory efforts at dissua-
sion are being stubbornly brushed aside. When the Reagans resurrected the martial metaphors of their predecessor Richard Nixon in the 1980s to inaugurate a fresh War on Drugs, this one intended like all others to be the decisive assault, they could at least have no cause for complaint that the challenge wasn’t taken up. A war requires at least two belligerent parties, and the latest skirmishes have been going on for around fifteen years, and counting.

All that has happened is that more drugs have become more widely available than at any time since the present drug laws began to be formulated piecemeal out of the medical and moral panics of the late nineteenth century. And not only are they more available, but more people want them. In a gesture closely resembling despair, the emphasis of the war changed in the latter half of the 1990s to trying to reduce demand for them. TV campaigns, admonitory literature in schools, the stabbing fingers of politicians and health professionals, have all failed. When people want advice about what they are taking, they will seek it out (and more often find it uselessly partial or else nonexistent). In the meantime, what they want is to be able to take what they want without fear of legal harassment, and without it necessarily becoming somebody else’s business. Some may argue that all drugs, legal or illegal, carry the risk of harm. This is undeniable, but was dealt with briskly and philosophically by the celebrated German toxicologist Louis Lewin writing in 1924:

The force of the reactions with respect to the apparent obnoxiousness has at all times depended on the sensitiveness of the observer. This latter has extremely wide limits, from the most tolerant indulgence to the most severe condemnation . . . [Alcoholic excess] is the business of other persons just as little as the voluntary state of cocainism or morphinism, or the state of caffein inebriety produced by drinking large quantities of strong coffee, or excessive gambling, etc. Everybody has the right to do himself harm . . .

An abstainer is not a superior being simply because he renounces alcohol, just as the person who has taken a vow of chastity may not consider himself better than another who obeys the normal impulses of his nature . . . Abstinence may be justified as an individual conviction, but not a gospel. [I]ndividual
aversion to an agreeable sensation does not give a man the right to measure his neighbour's peck by his own bushel.  

In Japan, the intensely toxic flesh of the puffer fish, fugu, is prized as a fine seasonal delicacy. So dangerous is it that only tiny morsels may be consumed under extremely controlled circumstances, and fatalities arising from heart failure following an incautiously large ingestion are by no means unheard of. We may find it unfathomable that anybody should wish to take such a risk, but that is scarcely a reason to prevent them from doing so. These arguments are developed further in chapter 5 of this book, but it will be useful to remind ourselves at the outset of two uncontrovertial but frequently forgotten points regarding illegal drugs.

The first is that we must learn to distinguish between substances. Even the legal classifications permit some distinctions, crude and unreliable though they are, between types of drugs, and the different actions they have in the body. Some drugs carry a high potential for dependency; others carry none. All that binds this entirely heterogeneous pharmacopoeia together is that all its elements have been declared illegal. To accept that blanket classification without query represents a failure of mental agility. Just because legislators have voted to be part of that failure, enshrining its ignorance in the role of the Drugs Tsar (whose unenviable task it is to bring about a reduction in consumption of these substances while simultaneously talking nonstop about them), does not mean that we have to accompany them into the dark cloud of unknowing. It constitutes a laming of the intellect to keep speaking of drugs as one amorphous, overweening category, as if the devil within it came forth and named its own evil at the mere mention of that haunting monosyllable. “Drug” is traceable back to the Old French “drogue”—the same as the modern French—before which its origin is swathed in uncertainty, but for most of its career it has been a value-free shorthand for all pharmaceuticals. Here is a sadly not atypical piece of mauldering from a review of twentieth-century cultural history—Peter Conrad's Modern Times, Modern Places—otherwise rightly praised for its intellectual grip:

[1] In Los Angeles, Aldous Huxley experimented with psychedelic drugs, which he thought of as a chemical technology, a means of
instantaneous transport to nirvana. This was a seditious venture, because drugs challenge the imperatives of action and exertion which drive our history. They allow the user, immobilised during a trip which takes him nowhere, to slip out of time—to kill it by sitting still, rather than (like the Italian futurists in their sports cars) by frantic acceleration.\(^3\)

A working mother of the 1960s, zipping through the ironing on prescription speed, might have been able to take issue with that last point, as might the superstar chef on cocaine, but it isn’t simply that the hazed-out trance that was the paradigm state of “being on drugs” in the popular perception of the time won’t serve as an emblem of all drug-taking now any more than it did then. It is also that it isn’t especially serviceable as an account of the effect of hallucinogenic substances like Huxley’s mescaline. (Huxley is actually anything but “immobilized” during his inaugural mescaline experience, as it is recorded for us in *The Doors of Perception.*\(^\) And then there is the familiar characterization of drugs as inimical to social functioning, as if a good deal of this “action and exertion” that has impelled our history hasn’t in itself been brought about by individuals and classes whose awareness of reality was continually modified by intoxicants of all sorts. To posit the existence of a single, compendious substance called “drugs” is also to get away with the fiction that taking them is an eccentric pursuit found only in a deviant, dysfunctional subculture. But intoxicants in many forms have been an integral part of the lives of the mass of humanity both before and since many of them were declared off-limits, and in the light of that fact, we must question what sort of agenda is served by such a malevolent act of synthesis.

Having created this menacing shibboleth by means of the law, it has been easier to convince those who have stayed within the bounds of the officially sanctioned intoxicants—caffeine, tobacco and alcohol—that use of any of the other substances is an enterprise fraught with peril. Two mythical notions have been brought to bear in all public discourse on the subject: (a) the addiction model, under which all illegal substances are invested with the power to enslave the curious should they venture anywhere near them, and (b) the slippery-slope narrative, which warns that the seemingly less dangerous drugs are really gateways to harder, more injurious substances,
the process itself having a fatal inevitability about it that entraps even the most ironbound will in its tentacles. It will be seen that the two propositions can’t both be true. Either all drugs are as addictively, corrosively bad as each other, in which case we may wonder what the derivation is of Schedule 1, Schedule 2 and so forth, or the truth is that there are some drugs that are not addictive. The latter is of course the case, but it is a truth that was only very reluctantly conceded by legislative authorities as recently as the 1970s, and it could only be apprehensively granted if it were tied to a mendacity that would prevent investigation of these so-called “soft” drugs. (A “soft” drug has always sounded to me about as exciting as a soft drink when what you want is a glass of beer, so the terminology may not have been an entirely fortunate one anyway.) There is no inevitable process that leads from cannabis to heroin, a point evinced by every single survey of illegal drug use; they all find that the vast majority of people who take proscribed substances take only cannabis, and have done so over many years. If the slippery slope does exist, it must be inclined at an extremely gentle gradient. In fact, as political administrators well know from their own commissioned research—much of it kept securely unpublished—it doesn’t. It’s just easier to lie.

This is the second point I would ask the reader to bear in mind. Only a small minority of drug use is what is currently termed “problematic,” that is, leads to wrecked health, antisocial behavior and a drain on public finances. Most of it has no negative medical or social implications—nor should it, I believe, have legal implications. Saying this is not to deny the tragedy and squalor that dependency, particularly in the case of the opiates, can create. A lot of crime is committed in order to finance heroin addiction, and that, as I shall argue, is precisely a function of its illegality. I have heard of and personally witnessed hair-raising examples of the consequences of heroin addiction, as well as nightmare encounters with hallucinogens. I have given assistance to people who have slithered into hypertensive panic after swallowing strong ecstasy in nightclubs. Most upsetting of all has been the helplessness I have felt at the sight of an old and valued colleague subsiding into the quicksand of alcoholism. This book, though, with respect, is not about them. Those hoping to hear recurring salutary tales of chronic illness and prema-
ture death will, in the main, be disappointed. It is rather about the broad, open field of intoxication in which most are able to disport themselves without sustaining anything more serious than the odd grazed knee or sprained ankle. Or thundering hangover.

A significant part of my research has consisted in talking to people who do use banned substances. Most of these take something every weekend, some (in the case of cannabis mainly) every day. Most of what I have gleaned has emerged in the course of ordinary social interaction. I have deliberately avoided the usual sociological fieldwork methods—questionnaires, interviews and so forth—because I strongly feel that as soon as research of this sort is cloaked with the trappings of official inquiry, you stop hearing the truth. Whenever I have allowed myself the sociological phrase “one of my respondents,” I am using material that I personally know to be true, or that I have very strong circumstantial grounds for accepting. I am confident that the insights gained this way are more sturdily reliable than what results from sticking a micro-recorder under a teenager’s nose, and asking, “Why do you take drugs?”

A strong clue as to the answer to this question is anyway supplied by the psychoanalytical theorist Slavoj Zizek in a collection of lectures on the theme of “enjoyment as a political factor,” delivered in 1989–90. The immediate point concerns sexual passion, but speaks even more eloquently to the subject of these numberless and nameless “drugs” that bulk so large in many people’s lives:

[A] simple illicit love affair without risk concerns mere *pleasure*, whereas an affair which is experienced as a “challenge to the gallows”—as an act of transgression—procures *enjoyment*; enjoyment is the “surplus” that comes from our knowledge that our pleasure involves the thrill of entering a forbidden domain—that is to say, that our pleasure involves a certain *displeasure.*

[emphases original]

It may simply be that the displeasure of the criminal law incurred in intoxicating oneself with banned substances, and the excitement that that entails given that there seems to be no objective moral reason not to do so, is all that unites these incendiary materials called drugs. Drug-taking offers to all who have financial and social access
to it the chance of breaking the temporal law without any cost in moral guilt, since nobody else is seemingly being hurt, deprived or incommode in any way. It carries an innervating thrill all of its own, against which the officially sanctioned options—the roller-coaster rides, the gambling casinos, the aquaplaning and parachuting clubs—cannot begin to compete. Zizek goes on:

The uncanny excess that perturbs the simple opposition between external social law and unwritten inner law is therefore the “short circuit” between desire and law—that is to say, a point at which desire itself becomes Law, a point at which insistence upon one’s desire equates to fulfilling one’s duty, a point at which Dury itself is marked by a stain of (surplus-) enjoyment.\(^5\)

If the conflict between external and internal laws (the same conflict that is the essence of all human drama) motivates the first involvements with controlled substances, its excitement nonetheless fades away as the various intoxicated states become familiar. After that, one’s choice of drug evolves into a matter of personal conviction. To some, the ever-present theoretical risk of confrontation with the law seems a tiresome burden to shoulder, and they will from then on make do with whiskey and espresso. To others, a particular banned substance is too enjoyable for itself to forgo. Still others will continually be open to new experiences, whatever the risks, costs or rules. The challenge to society, and to lawmakers (many of whom are themselves no strangers to intoxication), is to find a way of allowing individuals to fulfill those imperatives without either bleaching too much of the thrill out of them, or conversely threatening them with ever more furious and irrelevant penal tariffs.

The approach I have taken is a thematic one, and reflects the ways in which altered consciousness has been viewed within different contexts in Western culture. After an analysis of the attitudes to the subject that prevailed in the classical Greek and Roman periods, the focus is turned successively on the religious, social, legal, medical-biological and aesthetic facets of intoxication.

A copiously accumulating body of literature on this theme has been appearing in recent years, its contributors addressing it from
different specialist angles, and this book is an attempt to synthesize and augment that literature. In chapter 1, I offer a selective overview of some of the more pertinent recent contributions to a field that I have called Intoxicology—the study of the alteration of consciousness by means of natural and synthetic chemical aids. Since the drive to achieve intoxicated states is a universal and abiding one, we may fairly conclude that it deserves to be studied in its own right. I draw an analogy with the surprisingly recent emergence of gastronomy as a serious aspect of cultural studies, and argue that intoxicology needs to be disentangled from its constricting associations with criminality, with the sociological study of deviancy, if we are to begin to understand its multiformal appearances and its complex development.

Chapter 2 examines the ambivalence that existed within the classical cultures of Greece and Rome toward the question of intoxication, principally with regard to drinking. To the Greeks, wine played a double role. It was, on the one hand, the sacrament of the orgiastic worship of Dionysos, the antic god who was imported into the Greek pantheon from less socially developed, more oriental cultures, and who was only imperfectly house-trained by his translation to Mount Olympus. Then again, wine could be the social lubricant that played an undisguised, catalyzing part in the great postprandial philosophical debate known as the symposium. We shall look at the attitudes taken to drinking in religion, philosophy and social life, and at how these emphases began subtly shifting by the time of the Roman Empire's ascendancy. I believe this was the last period in Western history that intoxication was allowed this dual role, and all the antagonism that our cultural institutions have shown toward it in the Christian era stem from the willful repression of its hedonistic aspect in the interests of metaphysics and monotheism. Never again will being drunk have a dignified or serious side to it—until, that is, the nineteenth century starts to pathologize it. The classical era also saw the flourishing of an extraordinary religious rite given the name of the Eleusinian Mysteries, the sacrament at which was not alcohol but some sort of visionary substance of tantalizingly indeterminate identity. The chapter concludes with a description of these ceremonies, and of their eventual demise.

Picking up on the interdictive note sounded by the early Christian church with regard to Greek and Roman habits, chapter 3 looks
at the attitudes to drinking and drug-taking as they came to be codified in the three preeminent Western religious traditions—Judaism, Christianity and Islam. We can trace a proscriptive trajectory among these three from the relatively permissive stance of the Jewish faith, through the moral ambiguities of the New Testament attitude to drunkenness, arriving at the blanket ban that Mohammed throws over the whole practice of intoxication for his followers. These teachings and ordinances crucially cast the altered state of mind as a less than perfect or even downright sinful state, and the sense of guilt they encouraged their subjects to internalize has largely survived the wholesale secularization that has taken place in non-Islamic societies. There is a moral aspect to the urgings of the modern-day health lobbies on the question of intoxication that has replaced religion as the inculcator of guilt in the matter, and that may be read everywhere from the gluing together of questions of moral and physical well-being in the work of temperance campaigners to the nebulous mystical authority—the Higher Power—who oversees the operations of Alcoholics Anonymous.

In chapter 4, I address the question of whether intoxication is a socially disruptive or destabilizing influence, in the light of the inability of legislative authorities to resist the temptation to keep throwing restrictions around it. Beginning with a consideration of the findings of often dubious animal experiments on this theme, we shall then turn to a catalogue of the principal intoxicating agents—both permitted and proscribed—outlining something of the cultural history of each, and describing the effects they have on those who take them. Certain cultural (and subcultural) practices have evolved around use of the various substances, and it is in the light of those that we can best assess the question of whether intoxication is as truly subversive—or antisocial, or solipsistic—as its detractors habitually claim. It is as agents of social corrosion, after all, that controlled drugs first came under the most exclusionary control of all: their transformation into contraband.

Chapter 5 then traces the prohibitive enterprise from Mohammed through to the contemporary drug laws to highlight the often violent and extravagantly punitive deterrents that societies have devised to warn people off them. The histories of the American and British
drug laws are most instructive because they have established the models by which most other governments have sought to fence off intoxication from their citizens' prying gaze. We shall look at the question of why bans don't work, paying particular attention to the doleful experience of national Prohibition in the United States, that social and legislative tragedy that not only blighted the lives of hundreds of thousands of its contemporary victims, but left a lingering residual stain of distrust in public office in the USA that stubbornly won't wash out. Notwithstanding that, the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) is the ringleader of an international enforcement industry that is fighting a losing battle, with both guns and dollars, to persuade people all over the world that intoxication must forever be denied to them. I have examined the arguments for and against drug legalization (that is, relegalization), taking as my text a richly detailed contribution to the debate from a sociologist who has been interested in this field for around thirty years, and who has concluded that relegalization is not the way forward.

If death threats, prison terms and fines won't persuade us to eschew our right to altered consciousness, then the agitation of the medical lobbies is the supplementary line of attack. Chapter 6 recounts how, in the mid-nineteenth century, there was a curious moment—more or less coinciding with the development of the first safe general anesthetics, chloroform, ether and nitrous oxide—when medicine briefly overlapped with the pursuit of pleasure, as scientists such as Sir Humphrey Davy discovered that there was more to these medical aids than had at first appeared. But as the altered states provided by opium, then morphine and cocaine, came to be seen to have medical implications, the recreational aspect of intoxicants was elbowed aside in favor of wholesale pathologization, which itself paved the way for the drug laws. I have cast a critical eye over the alcohol unit-counting system now advised by medical authorities in the USA, the UK, Japan and elsewhere, before moving on to a theoretical reflection on the eternally antagonistic concepts of moderation and excess. In order to establish why the use of intoxicants might be psychologically valuable, it is necessary to have some grasp of how each of the various classes of substances behaves in the body, which is to say, in the brain. I have tried to present this
information as nontechnically as is consistent with gaining some insight into it, and I have incorporated some of the very latest findings about the action of drugs such as MDMA and cocaine, and what can be done to ameliorate the management of addiction. The chapter concludes with a philosophical investigation into why altered consciousness should be so important in the lives of most of us, and rejects the view that it is a dereliction of our better natures.

In chapter 7, I examine the question of whether intoxicants have the power to inspire the production of great art. This is the aspect of my theme that has perhaps received most attention of late, and so I am necessarily selective in the artists whose work I consider. A large volume of commentary has been produced on the opium ideology of Samuel Coleridge and others of the English Gothic-Romantic period, and the American Beat writers of the 1950s and 1960s have likewise received plenty of attention—more than most of their output perhaps merits. I acknowledge these examples, but I have also glanced at the careers of two singers—Janis Joplin and Billie Holiday—to see what impact personal drug use had on their work, and described the facilitating impact that unbridled drunkenness had on the precursor of Western philosophy, Socrates, as he is represented in Plato's texts. My contention is that intoxicants may perhaps animate the work of already gifted writers and performers, but that there is not within them some magic elixir that can inspire creativity at the push of a hypodermic plunger. After considering the question of why so many stars of the mass entertainment industries have succumbed to problematic, frequently fatal, drug and alcohol use, I draw a parallel between the view that ordinary mortals take of these exemplary excesses and the didactic tales of heroic ruin in classical drama.

It was only in the century recently ended that the name of intoxication was rescued from its etymological entrapment in malignity. Before that era, to be intoxicated was to be contaminated with some foreign substance that had a pejorative effect on the body and, perhaps, on the soul as well. From the seventeenth century, it implied stupefaction, a rendering senseless and incapable, a paralyzing and subjugating encroachment on the normal operation of the faculties. As a metaphor, it proved as easily susceptible as its inebriate victims
of transference to another state, so that the faculties intoxicated might equally be the moral ones, as much as the mental. At its heart, and barely disguised by linguistic accretion, is the inescapable label *toxicum*, or poison—the lexical skull-and-crossbones that warned of its potency and peril. Then, in the early years of the eighteenth century, a new, more ambivalent usage arises that refers to "the action or power of highly exciting the mind; elation beyond the bounds of sobriety," and that allows it to qualify any headily exhilarating sensation, perhaps the intoxication of wealth and power. The contexts in which it is thus applied may still have some morally tendentious resonances (to be drunk with power and money is assuredly not to be in a state of grace), but suddenly there has been artfully imported into it these notions of excitement and elation. How did they get in there? And how can they be reconciled with the stupefying action of alcoholic liquor, or the mortifying consequence of poisons? By the time Wordsworth uses the participular adjectival form to invoke "the mind intoxicate/With present objects," we are not sure whether he means stupefied or excited, so befuddled have we become with intoxication's Janus-faced character.

In the Gillespie and Coots lyric of the interwar years, "You Go to My Head," the experience is now thought sublimated enough to account for the wholly benign impact of love on the helplessly enamored, whose very soul is intoxicated by the lustrous eyes of the beloved. We should not run away with the idea that this is a metaphor cut loose from its literal analogue, however. The whole lyric is a play on the business of drinking, with its references to champagne, to sparkling Burgundy and to the spirituous kick of a julep, so that we may be sure that the singer's rising temperature is something to do with alcohol hypertension, as much as the hot flush of carnal obsession. Its finest deliverer came when Billie Holiday recorded it, in the winsome bloom of youth in 1938 and then, even better, with the careful, measured tread of the seasoned drinker in 1952. On the latter recording, the song's metaphoric scheme is reconnected unequivocally to its real-life model by the singer's own evident drunkenness, in the double plosion of "bubbles" and the paradoxical collapsing swoop of pitch just as the lyric says "rise."

"Will you be writing about all forms of intoxication?" asked someone, on hearing of my project. "Such as?" "The intoxication of
love!” Well no, but I am content to record that the word has all but thrown off its noxious implication in poisoning, and is now thought fit to supply the sign of love’s force. This marks some sort of coming-of-age. If, following our linguistic habits, we can learn to love intoxication itself as well, instead of approaching it in bitter dread and reviling, we will be fit to face its own very literal force with the stoutest minds and boldest hearts.